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Abstract

Ad-hoc and sensor networks are composed by usually small, low power, identical devices,
which have three main parts: an electrical power source, an electronic logic and a radio
transceiver equipped with an antenna. These modules are built to be quickly deployed and
accomplish their task without the need of an infrastructure in usually remote or dangerous
areas.

Such devices have the natural tendency to connect to each other if they are close enough.
Not only this tendency creates too many alternative paths between devices (overwhelming
thus routing protocols which try to find the best path), it also leads to a very busy commu-
nication channel (because in the same area and on the same frequency no two devices are
allowed to transmit at the same time). Another problem such devices pose is their limited
power and radio resources, which lead to reduced communication distances.

This work tackles these problems by making use of antenna properties and wave prop-
agation laws, elements which are treated superficially in this research area. By considering
antenna parameters, the definitions for interference are refined in this thesis and the algo-
rithms which perform topology control (limit the number of connections in the network) are
adapted to take into account the fact that antennas are imperfect. Based on the fact that
antennas do not have the same quality in all directions, we can make use of this property
and propose an algorithm named MDMA (Minimal Distance Maximal Address) to further
lower the interference and the power need in the network while maintaining the network
connected.

In the case of the second problem (of limited transmission range), we propose a method
(Collaborative Phase-Shift Beamforming) capable to connect two or more groups of modules,
which are further apart than the maximal transmission range of each module. This type of
communication can be called "beyond horizon communication" because a group of modules
acts in the proposed method as a single, more powerful virtual transmitter.

Keywords:

wireless, ad-hoc, sensor, networks, topology control, interference, beamforming, sector
antennas, distributed antenna array, isotropic antenna, anisotropic antenna
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Ad-hoc and sensor networks gained in the last period much attention due to their applica-
tion fields and the improvements in the hardware area (especially miniaturisation). Ad-hoc
networks have the property of quick deployment without any pre-required setup or infras-
tructure. This is crucial in emergency situations in which data relay is essential for saving
lives. Thus, any improvements can have a direct effect on the human side of the network.

Because the devices composing ad-hoc network must be quickly deployed, they must be
portable and this poses numerous constraints on the design and functions. We ca affirm
that the keyword describing such modules is “limited": from power source to processing
capabilities, from physical dimensions to weight, etc. There is always a tradeoff between
speed (performance) and resources and this is even more evident for the sensor modules
(which are the building blocks of sensor networks).

Sensor networks are a particular type of ad-hoc networks in which modules have the
goal of gathering data from the environment (pressure, temperature, vibration, etc.) and
relay them. The modules composing sensor networks are tiny (usually “system-on-a chip").
Thus, we can imagine an ad-hoc network as composed by laptops which can communicate
without the need of an infrastructure and with all the luxury of huge computational power
coming from modern processors. A sensor network can have modules the size of pebbles
(“smart-sands" [1]) and considering advances in nanotechnology maybe sometimes in the
future these modules will shrink even more, allowing millions of them to be painted on
surfaces (“smart-paints"). The tradeoff: lifespan – while the uptime of a laptop can be
measured in hours, the uptime of a sensor module can be measured in months or even years.

Resolving this tradeoff has been and still is the major difficulty in building such networks.
Our research is based on overcoming several limitations these networks have.

1.1.1 Problems and Current Solutions Primer

In the cabled world, two devices are linked if there is a cable between them. Thus, the
number of possible paths a data packet can travel through is bounded by the limited number
of cables in the network. This is not the same in the wireless environment: in this case
devices tend to connect if they are close enough, something that in popular language can
be said as “in range". In ad-hoc or sensor networks, because distances between modules
are comparable to their radio transmission capabilities, there is a tendency to form too
many connections. If we take into account all possible links between all possible modules
(what essentially describes a fully connected graph) the number of communication links
in the network increases exponentially by the number of modules. On one hand, this can
improve the maximal data throughput in the network and can handle resiliency in the face
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of failures. On the other hand, routing algorithms, which are adapted from the cabled world,
were never supposed to cope with such a huge number of paths between devices. In this
case, the methods implied to decrease the number of possible links fall under the generic
name of topology control (TC).

In a radio network containing many modules there will always be several modules which
unintentionally receive undesired radio transmissions of other modules in the same network.
This situation, is named interference. It has been shown that topology control can improve
the levels of interference in the network ([2], [3] and others).

Another important aspect of ad-hoc and especially sensor networks is that the devices
are low power. Let us assume that the distance between two groups of modules is slightly
greater than the maximal distance for which a direct communication would be possible.
There are a couple of classic possibilities for connecting the two clusters: to further increase
the transmission power, to make use of higher gain antennas, to make use of multiple antenna
systems and to use repeaters in between the two groups.

1.1.2 Related Works

Our work has been oriented at two objectives, both concerning the way radio waves interact:
topology control realised with regard to antenna anisotropy and collaborative communication
on based on phase shifts of the signals. We shall here present the related works in both areas.

The used antenna and signal propagation theory is beyond the scope of this brief pre-
sentation and can be structured in: waves, energy, signal strength – [4], [5]; magnetic and
electric components – [6], [7]; antenna arrays – [8], [9], [10]; ground influence – [11]; commu-
nication using multiple antenna systems (SISO, SIMO, MISO and MIMO).

Traditionally an ad-hoc network situated on a flat surface can be modeled by a planar
graph in which any radio module becomes a vertex (node) and any communication link
becomes an edge – Fig. 3. If the radio links are assumed as bidirectional, then the graph is
undirected. The problem previously mentioned is that devices tend to form too many links.
TC has the goal of reducing the number of links formed in the graph, based on certain
decisions. Previous research in the area of topology control falls into one of the categories:
geometry based, spanning tree based, direction based, neighbour based or routing based.
This presented classification is based on [12].

Geometric methods represent abstractions for transmission power regulation. They take
into account only geometric parameters (Euclidean distance and disks to model coverage
areas around modules). There are three classic TC geometric algorithms: Relative Neigh-
bourhood Graph (RNG) – [13], Gabriel Graph (GG) – [14], Yao Graph (YG) – [15]. Their
main advantages are simplicity, the need of local information only and their ability to be
extended. Their main disadvantage is their simplicity (by ignoring important aspects of
radio propagation and antenna properties).
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a: Network b: Network represented by
a graph

Fig. 1: Network vs. graph representation.

Spanning tree is an abstraction for the establishment of a backbone. The standard
method is Minimum Spanning Tree (MST – [16]). Its disadvantage is the required global
knowledge of the entire network.

Direction based methods emulate sector antennas. The properties of sector antennas for
ad-hoc and sensor networks are widely studied, ranging from power efficient broadcasting and
multicasting [17], [18] to performance of wireless mesh networks [19], to TC [20], [21], MAC
layer algorithms with sector antennas [22], [23], [24] and [25] and interference estimations
[26]. From the TC point of view, the paper [27] shows the improvement sector antennas
bring to already existing algorithms, like XTC [28].

Neighbour methods cope with choosing neighbours based on some quality or metric. An
exponent of these methods is XTC – [28], which can take into account any convex metric
(ranging from Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) to Euclidean distance).

Routing methods are responsible for establishing clusters of modules (logical sub-
networks), like for example [29] and [30]. However these methods are beyond the scope
of this research and will not be further detailed.

Interference in wireless networks can be viewed from many perspectives, for example:
purely geometrical, from the electromagnetic wave perspective, from the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR), from the Bit-Error-Rate (BER) perspective, from the channel perspective,
etc. For our research, we use the same definitions as in [31]. Other models for interference
do exist, however the vast majority is based on MAC layer assumptions (like for example
a carrier sensing technique), as in [32] or [33]. Since we study the network from the radio
perspective, independently to the channel access method, we are limited to the physical
layer.

Because in essence collaborative communication represents a distributed multiple an-
tenna system, we looked at the development of MIMO. The whole theory concerning MIMO
systems is extremely vast and very well specified, covering areas from introduction to this
technology [34] to channel efficiency estimations, with [35] or without [36] mutual coupling
between the antennas, and to beamformed [37] and collaborative MIMO [38]. Beamforming
used in MIMO or collaborative MIMO seem very close to our research, however there are
two major differences. The first difference is that in collaborative MIMO [38], the User
Devices (UE) are equipped with one antenna per device, however the Base Stations (BS)
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are equipped with antenna arrays; the second difference is that MIMO beamforming [37]
using phased array systems requires the overall system to determine the Direction of Ar-
rival (DOA) of the incoming signal and then switch in the most appropriate beam. This is
something of a compromise because the fixed beam is unlikely to exactly match the required
direction.

Research in the area of collaborative communication and beamforming takes the syn-
chronisation between modules as perfect, as in [39], [40], [41] and [42]. In reality this is
not the case. Also, work in this area is oriented towards the channel properties (fading,
Gaussian variables, weights, etc.) rather than the antenna and propagation point of view
([43], [44], [45]).

2 Aims of the Doctoral Thesis

As it can be seen, previous work tends to ignore the properties of one key-component of
each radio module: the antenna. Because the modules which constitute the building blocks
of ad-hoc and especially sensor networks are small in size, their antennas are required to be
small, too. In such scenarios, the wavelengths for radio transmission are directly influenced
by the small factor of the antenna. Each obstacle (including the electronic components of
the module itself) influence the quality with which the antenna radiates the electromagnetic
waves. The vast majority of research assumes that the antenna emits with the same intensity
in all directions around itself, assumption which can be false and misleading in results.

The further increase of transmission power can be performed to the maximal limit of
the transmitter itself and, as a consequence, increasing transmission power will drain the
batteries faster. The use of higher gain antennas requires the physical installment of bigger
antennas (in size). Sometimes this is not possible – for example for modules which have to
travel inside a carrier vehicle to the place of deployment: bigger antennas may not allow
the modules to fit inside the transporter. Multiple antenna systems have their advantages,
however antenna arrays draw power from one source (the battery of the module) and are
bigger is size than one antenna element taken separately. Finally, the installment of repeaters
is sometimes not possible because the devices can be out of reach (on the surface of another
celestial body) or because the zone where the repeater(s) should be installed is not allowing
it (enemy territory, a river, a deep ravine).

In this way, three main objectives of the thesis can be given as:

1. Refining the interference definitions to better reflect real-world scenarious. Then,
adapting the existing topology control mechanisms to be able to take into account the
fact that antennas do not have the same quality in all directions;

2. Presenting a method for improving interference in an ad-hoc (or sensor) network by
the use of high-gain sector antennas;
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p p

a: Representation of the
radiation pattern of an
anisotropic antenna

b: Representation of the
radiation pattern of an
isotropic antenna

Fig. 2: Radiation patterns representation. The scale is logarithmic: dBm

3. Finally, to present a technique low power radio modules can make use of, in order to
cover greater distances and thus to connect to groups of modules that otherwise would
have been out of reach (beyond the maximal range of any module individually). This
method builds higher-power virtual transmitters out of individual modules.

An additional side-effect is to show that, by correctly using antenna properties, we can
improve power need and thus extend the life of the network.

3 Main Results of Thesis

3.1 Topology Control

The first step was to measure real typical antennas for sensor modules in the anechoic
antenna chamber of the Department of Electromagnetic Fields of the Czech Technical Uni-
versity in Prague in order to determine how the radiation pattern of the modules deviates
from the isotropic antenna.

We used the performed measurements in order to build a model of the transmitter which
is closer to the real world and differs from the classic model in the following key points:

• the antenna does not have the same gain in all directions – Fig. 2;

• there are maximal and minimal limits for the power the module can transmit with
(Pmax and respectively Pmin), limiting thus the maximal range;

• there is a separation between the minimal received power level required for a proper
radio communication (Prmin) and the interference threshold (Pimin); a module can
generate interference to its neighbours, even if it cannot properly send data to them,
as we imposed (Pimin < Prmin);

• the power injected in the antenna cannot be adjusted with infinitely small quantities
(as it was possible in geometric methods – by increasing or decreasing the radius of
the circle).

We also took in the interference estimation the value of RSSI as opposed to geometric TC
methods which estimate interference based on the Euclidian distance. The improvements
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a: Sector turning antenna b: Multiple sector turning antenna

Fig. 3: Radiation patterns of sector turning antennas.

to the model were then compared to results obtained from real world measurements for
calibration. The results were published at the MOSIS2010 conference – [A.7].

Taking into account the previously mentioned improvements to the model of the ad-hoc
network we then evaluated the interference obtained for applying different TC methods. We
found that the classic methods for TC (RNG, GG, YG) are underestimating the interference
in the network (thus give lower values than in the model which is closer to reality). The
results were published at the WCSP2010 conference – [A.4].

We adapted the XTC algorithm [28] in order to cope directly with interference in the
network, thus ITC was born [A.6]. The ITC algorithm uses only locally available informa-
tion and builds a relative neighbourhood-type graph, where the quality of each link is its
low interference. Thus topologies having low interference were obtained. The results were
published at the IASTED2007 conference – [A.6].

The simplest form of anisotropic antenna has only two gain values (one low and one high).
This is a model for sector antennas – Fig. ??a – and has interesting properties for ad-hoc
networks because it allows long distance communications and, in the same time, creates low
interference in undesired areas (by its weak lobe of radiation). For this, we developed a
TC algorithm named MDMA (Minimal Distance Maximal Address) which allows an ad-hoc
network to maintain its connectivity while decreasing interference in the network based on
sector turning antennas (sector antennas which can rotate in the azimuthal plane). We also
took into account the case of multiple and symmetric sector antennas having the radiation
pattern as in Fig. ??b and which model Yaggi-Uda directional antennas.

In a network in which all the modules have a unique identifier (address), each sector
turning antenna turns to the nearest neighbour which has its local address higher than itself
and reduces power in such a way that the network remains connected. For this, the MDMA
algorithm is composed by three phases: node discovery, rotation management and power
management. In the first phase each module discovers its own neighbours, in the second
phase each module rotates its antenna towards the closest neighbour having higher address
than its own address and in the third phase each module reduces its power while maintaining
the connectivity of the network. Thus the name – Minimal Distance and Maximal Address.
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a: TC with MDMA performed over
50 modules

b: Communication links in the net-
work

Fig. 4: Example of TC with MDMA performed over a network of 50 sector
turning antennas.

Two flavors of MDMA were proposed, differing in the way addresses are distributed in
the network. Both algorithms build a spanning tree based on locally available information,
like for example in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows power and turn for the antennas while Fig.
4b shows the formed communication links. We discovered that both interference and power
needed to maintain the network connected improve when the sector antennas have high-gain
narrow lobes of radiation, as it can be seen from Fig. 5. Fig 5a and c show the dependency
of the interference (0y) for a 10◦ sector opening when the gain of this opening increases
from 2 to 20 dBi (0x). Fig. 5b and d show the total power needed to maintain the network
connected (0y) when the gain of this opening increases from 2 to 20 dBi (0x). For narrow
strong radiation beam the interference values become close to the idealised results given by
geometric TC methods. The results were published at the ICTSM2012 conference – [A.1]
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s

d

K1 K2

Fig. 6: Clusters of nodes become virtual transmitters and are able to send
signals to the neighbouring cluster without the need of a relay node.

3.2 Collaborative Phase-Shift Beamforming

The first stage was to determine the possible improvements a cluster of phase-synchronised
transmitters can bring and their radiation pattern. We showed that at limit the signal
improvement delivered by a cluster can be n times the signal of one module (supposing them
identical), where n is the number of modules in the cluster. The results were published at
the IWCMC2010 conference – [A.3]

We then provided an algorithm which allows a cluster to discover neighbouring clusters,
beyond the maximal transmission ranges of the individual modules – Alg. 3.1. The discovery
process is based on the exchange of HELLO packets, composed by the following fields:

1. cluster source id;

2. cluster destination id;

3. master id;

4. actual phases of the signals transmitted by the individual modules in the cluster:
α1, α2, ..., αnK .

Input: A flat network N composed by two clusters K1 and K2, each with nK1 and respec-
tively nK2 anisotropic phase-shift capable antennas and separated by a distance that will
not allow direct intercluster communication – Fig. 6;
Output: Phase allocations for all the antennas in the network: αi;
Goal: Intercluster communication;
Measure: Estimate the number of trials before first discovered antenna and the number of
discovered antennas from the other cluster.

Put into words, Alg. 3.1 becomes:

1. all modules are powered at maximum;

2. K1 tries all phase combinations (active discovery) and sends a HELLO message for
each phase combination; meanwhile K2 waits (passive discovery);

3. each module of K2 builds a list for the best received HELLO messages (based on their
RSSI);
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Algorithm 3.1 Cluster discovery for 2 clusters K1 and K2:
K1 performing active discovery of K2:

1: All modules P := Pmax

2: for i = 1...nK1 do
3: module i is master, keeping synchronisation signal
4: all modules s ∈ K − {i} are slaves, receiving the synchronisation signal transmitted

by i
5: while s1 phase search space not exhausted do
6: while s2 phase search space not exhausted do
7: ...
8: while snK1

phase search space not exhausted do
9: transmit HELLO message

10: αnK1
:= αnK1

+ ∆α

11: end while
12: ...
13: αs2 := αs2 + ∆α

14: end while
15: αs1 := αs1 + ∆α

16: end while
17: i:=i+1;
18: end for
19: K1 performs passive discovery of K2 by listening for incoming HELLO messages
20: Wait for LISTK2 from K2 and broadcast it in K1

21: Send LISTK1 to K2

K2 performing passive discovery of K1:

1: for all i = 1...nK2 in parallel do
2: build empty LISTi
3: if HELLO from K1 received then
4: record HELLO with its RSSI into LISTi
5: end if
6: for each master j ∈ K1 do
7: retain from LISTi the HELLO with highest RSSI value
8: end for
9: discard other values from LISTi

10: broadcast LISTi in K2

11: compose LISTK2 =
nK2⋃
i=1

LISTi;

12: if LISTK2 = ∅ then
13: FAIL – no connection possible
14: end if
15: end for
16: K2 performs active discovery of K1 and sends LISTK2 to K1
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4. the lists are broadcast among the modules of K2 and thus a global LISTK2 for the
entire cluster K2 is build;

5. K2 tries all phase combinations (active discovery) and sends the list LISTK2 with the
HELLO messages; meanwhile K1 waits (passive discovery);

6. each module of K1 builds a list for the best received HELLO messages; and memorises
the LISTK2 ;

7. the lists are broadcast among the modules of K1 and thus a global LISTK1 for the
entire cluster K1 is build;

8. the LISTK1 is sent back to K2 by using the phase combinations already known from
LISTK2 .

The results of the algorithm show that for two clusters composed each by four identical
transmitters, the number of messages required to create a direct bidirectional communica-
tion between the two clusters, beyond the transmitting range of the individual modules, is
on average 2500. This translates (based on our assumptions) on an approximately 3 sec-
onds interval before bidirectional communication is established. The number of messages is
strongly dependent on the distance between the clusters (Fig. 7c,d) and phase increment
value (Fig. 7i), however the results showed minimal variations with dependency to distance
between modules of the same cluster (Fig. 7a,b), cluster rotation (Fig. 7e,f, modules rota-
tion (Fig. 7g,h) and frequency. The results were published at the IWCMC2011 conference
– [A.2]. The main advantages of the algorithm are its simplicity and the possibility to have
beyond range communications in a short interval; its main disadvantage is the exponential
complexity depending on the number of modules in the cluster.

Because in the literature ([39], [40], [41] and [42]) one assumption for collaborative com-
munication was perfect synchronisation between the modules, without explaining how this
can be achieved, we then proposed a model for a device capable of synchronising and de-
phasing the data signals – Fig. 8. The proposed architecture is the object of the pending
Patent Application, Reg. No. 2011-25254 / 2011-785, 2011 – [A.10].

The internal structure of the device is given by the following blocks:

1. power supply – provides electrical power to the active components;

2. internal logic unit – performs the main tasks of the module (the phase search initi-
ation, dictates the regime based on the channel access methods, computes the phase
increment, etc.);

3. carrier generator – generates two in-phase synchronised sine waves: one wave has
the frequency fd and it is the data carrier, the other has the frequency fs = t ·fd and it
is the synchronisation signal. This can be achieved for example by involving a crystal
capable of generating fs and then a frequency divider which generates fd from fs, by
dividing it to a factor t > 1.

4. transceiver – by the use of a modulation technique, it is responsible to send and
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Fig. 8: Device capable of distributed phase-shift beamforming.

receive information on the data wave;

5. phase synchroniser – it is in essence a phase-locked loop (PLL) capable of synchro-
nising two waves;

6. phase delayer – delays the phase of a signal by a given amount;

7. mode switch – commutes the module from one regime (or mode of operation) to
another;

8. antenna – the antenna used for transmit and receive; it must allow the frequencies
fd and fs to pass through.

Finally, we compared the two methods used to transmit data between distant clusters
of modules: classic relaying and collaborative phase-shift beamforming. The results showed
that if repeaters can be installed, it is the preferred method. However, when this is not
possible at all or the number of repeaters is less than half the number of end-devices, phase-
shift beamforming can outperform classic relaying. In Fig. 9b it can be seen that the number
of delivered messages (until the network becomes disconnected) depends on the number of
relay modules in between the clusters – the more relays, the network will survive longer.
For the same distance between the same clusters (1000 m) in Fig. 9d it can be seen that
without any relays (by using phase-shift beamforming), the number of messages until failure
is almost the same as for two relay modules and almost twice than for one relay module,
however almost half if four repeaters could have been installed.

The strength of beamforming is given by the fact that it is scalable with the number of
transmitters in each cluster. The partial results were published at the ICTSM2011 conference
– [A.5] and the final results are accepted for publication in The Telecommunications Systems
Journal, 2012 – [A.9].
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Fig. 9: Number of delivered packets until failure.

4 Final Conclusions and Future Work

4.1 Final Conclusions

In order to summarise, the contributions of this work are:

1. Extending the geometric topology control methods to take into account for antenna
irregularities (anisotropy).

2. Extending the XTC TC algorithm to take into account interference as metric; ITC
came into being.

3. Interference estimation, without regard to radio transmission capabilities, proved to
be an underestimation. In environments which better try to model reality interference
is higher than the values computed through classic TC mechanisms. The reason for
this are the hardware capabilities of the devices, ground reflections, sensitivity levels,
etc.

4. The study of the simplest anisotropic antenna: the sector antenna. To this we provided
a local method of TC by using sector turning antennas and we showed that for high-
gain narrow beams the network is fully connected (one partition) while the interference
levels are close to the values given by geometric methods, even when the interference
is measured (in the case of our proposed method) based on radio properties. As a
side-effect the power needed to maintain the network connected is decreased, too.

5. Providing a method multiple modules, each equipped with a single antenna, can syn-
chronise their transmitted signals and thus realise a collaborative communication,
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Fig. 10: Clusters connected by high-gain lobes, while local communication by
low gain.

beyond the maximal transmission range of the individual devices.

6. Proposing a method which allows for clusters of collaborating modules to discover
neighbouring clusters, beyond the maximal transmission ranges of the individual de-
vices. The method can easily be extended to directly route information to certain
devices.

7. Comparison between phase-shift collaborative communication and classical relaying.

4.2 Future Work

All the presented results and methods allow room for improvement and we shall present
the possible improvements based on the two directions of research: topology control and
collaboration.

4.2.1 Topology Control

High-gain narrow sector antennas have the property that they can transmit over long dis-
tances requiring low amounts of energy, while maintaining connectivity and low interference
with near modules (outside their strong lobe). This is highly suited to create an pseudo-
infrastructure in a clustered network by connecting clusters using the strong lobe of different
modules, while maintaining local connectivity through the weak side lobe, like in Fig. 10.
One goal is to develop a method to obtain this, without requiring global knowledge of the
network or geographical positions of the modules.

4.2.2 Collaborative Phase-Shift Beamforming

Phase Search: The first improvement can be achieved in the algorithm which searches
for the phase combination of the modules – Alg. 3.1. The proposed method (although
performed only once) implies the usage of brute force by searching all the possible phase
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combinations. A heuristic may decrease the number of tested phase combinations, making
the cluster discovery process much faster.

Collision Management: In the presented results for collaborative phase-shift beam-
forming we ignored the collisions which can appear between local communication (intra-
cluster) and beamformed communication (intercluster). For this we made the assumption
of precisely establishing the time intervals when the clusters are allowed to transmit. This
supposition is not a proper one for large-scale implementations (with tens of clusters and
hundreds of modules). Thus, the mechanisms for allocating the time intervals for transmis-
sions have to be further improved to allow such network deployments.

Routing: As a result of the cluster discovery mechanism, each cluster builds a table of
phases to be used in order to transmit to a certain neighbour in a different cluster. Such
information can be used to achieve routing in the network. Usually routing protocols require
a “next hop" where to convey a packet on its way towards destination. The next hop in our
case is not an address instead, it is a phase combination. Routing methods can be adapted
to use clusters as their “next hop" and not individual devices. The metric on which a path
is chosen can be, for example, the total energy required to beamform data to an adjacent
cluster. Thus, virtual devices become the routing elements, as in Fig. 11. We are work
in progress in implementing this routing mechanism to Omnet++ and results should be
available in the near future as [A.8].

Module Selection: If a cluster has more modules than the minimal number required to
transmit to a neighbouring cluster, then using too many devices can become ineffective. An-
other improvement step is to choose from a multitude of modules only as-much-as-required
to achieve the transmission, based on some requirement / specification.

Combining the Methods: In this work we showed two methods to achieve long dis-
tance communication: narrow high-gain sector antennas and beamforming. The nature of
these methods makes them orthogonal (complementary) and thus they can be combined to
achieve even better results (even greater communication distances).

Implementation: Last but not least is the actual implementation of the phase-shift
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beamforming with real devices. To achieve phase synchronisation it is required to have low
level access to the radio chip itself, something which most manufacturers of existing radio
technologies (ZigBee, Wifi, Bluetooth, etc) will never disclose or allow. For this, dedicated
devices have to be used, where the radio transmitter is programmable. One such device we
found is the USRP2 by Ettus Research [46], combined with the open source GNU Radio
project. One impediment in trying the method in hardware had always been the price per
module (in excess of 1000 Euro) and the number of required modules (to simulate our tests
8 modules are required).
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Abstract

Senzorové a ad-hoc sítě, jež jsou tvořeny mnoha malými a identickými moduly, mohou
být využity v mnoha oblastech, kde je potřeba rychlého nasazení bez možnosti vybudování
předchozí infrastruktury, nebot́ tato místa jsou mnohdy nebezpečná či nedostupná. Každý
modul, který je v těchto sítích použit, se skládá ze tří základních součástí, jmenovitě: zdroj
elektrické energie, elektronika řídící činnost modulu a rádiová část vybavená anténou.

Nachází-li se moduly v dostatečně malé vzdálenosti, pak mají přirozenou tendenci spolu
komunikovat. Tento jev však múže vést k mnoha nežádoucím účinkúm. Jednak vzniká velké
množství komunikačních cest (což zahlcuje směrovací protokoly), dochází ale také k výraz-
nému zatížení komunikačního kanálu (ve stejném čase, prostoru a na stejné frekvenci nesmí
vysílat více jak jedno zařízení). Taktéž dosah komunikace je výrazně omezen možnosti da-
ného zařízení, ovlivňuje jej jak rádiová část tak i omezený zdroj energie.

Tato práce se zaměřuje na tyto problémy z pohledu vlastností antén a šíření rádiových
vln, jejichž význam nebyl brán v potaz v tomto oboru. Byla upřesněna definice interference
tak, aby respektovala parametry antén, a současné algoritmy pro řízení topologie (omezují
počet paralelních spojení v síti) byly upraveny tak, aby mohly pracovat s novou definicí. Nový
algoritmus MDMA (Minimal Distance Maximal Address) je založen právě na této definici,
nebot́ využívá znalosti, že vyzařovací charakteristiky antén nedosahují stejného výsledku ve
všech směrech, a tím snižuje úroveň interference a taktéž spotřebuje energie, čímž dochází
k prodloužení životaschopnosti sítě.

Práce se také zabývá problémem dosahu komunikace, kdy je představena metoda (Colla-
borative Phase Shift Beamforming), jež umožňuje navázat spojení dvěma nebo více skupi-
nám modulú, jejichž jednotliví členové nejsou schopni komunikovat s moduly z jiné skupiny,
nebot́ vzdálenost těchto modulú je větší než je maximální dosah každého modulu. Tato me-
toda umožňuje spojit skupinu modulú tak, že se mohou tvářit jako jeden virtuální vysílač
se silnějším zdrojem energie.

Klíčová slova:

bezdrátové, ad-hoc, senzorové, sítě, řízení topologie, interference, beamforming, distri-
buovaná vysílací anténa, sektorové antény, distribuované anténní pole, isotropické antény,
anisotropické antény
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